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ABSTRACT:
The Spaceborne Directional Polarimetric Camera (SDPC) is dedicated to obtain an accurate information of clouds and
microphysical properties of aerosol particles via multi-angle, multi-spectral and multi-polarization observations. It images
the Earth with 110° field of view (FOV) in 3 polarimetric spectral bands and 5 non-polarimetric spectral bands from visible
to near infrared. Due to its wide FOV telecentric optical system and multi-channels, polarization sensitivity of optical
components (PSOC) and non-uniform response of pixels (NURP) are the main uncertainty factors of polarimetric calibration.
In this paper, a polarimetric calibration model of SDPC has been constructed for increasing the measurement accuracy.
Combined an integrating sphere with a polarization generator as source, PSOC can be measured in high accuracy by using
the Fourier series analysis method which reduces the impact form the alignment error of the generator. The sectional
viewing field measurement method is used to acquire NURP while the large aperture integrating sphere served as reference
source. Subsequently, the data of NURP have been corrected by the relative transmittance of high frequency and low
frequency respectively for polarized channels. The result of validation experiment shows that the polarization measurement
errors in 0°, 15°, 30° and 45° half field of view (HFOV) are all less than 0.5% when the degree of linear polarization of
reference source is larger than 0.1.
1. INTRODUCTION
SDPC (Spaceborne Directional Polarimetric Camera)
(Huang et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2018; Qian, 2017; Qian et
al., 2017; Yang et al., 2015) is a polarimeter designed for
accurately acquiring clouds and aerosol particle
microphysical properties via multi-angle, multi-spectral
and multi-polarization observations. SDPC is developed
by Anhui Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics which
installed on the GF-5 satellite and launched in May 2018
(Kang, 2018; Kang et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2019). Both
along-track and cross-track instantaneous viewing field
of SDPC are 110°. It has an ultra-wide field of view
(FOV) telecentric lenses, a rotating wheel bearing filter
and a two-dimensional CCD 512 × 512 pixels detector
array. The continuously rotating wheel, installed between
optical components and CCD detector, discriminates 15
measurement channels. 1 channel is dedicated to the
detector dark current response measurement; the other 14
channels are fitted with spectral filters and 9 of them
with added polarizers.
In order to obtain an accurate polarization of aerosol
particles (Duan et al., 2007; Duan et al., 2008; Duan et
al., 2017; Frank et al., 2002; Leroy et al., 1997), the
accuracy of degree of linear polarization (DolP)
measurement of SDPC should be better than 0.5%
(Bretdibat et al.,1995; Chenault et al., 1999; Durieux et
al., 1994; Fougnie et al., 2007). When light transmitted
through the ultra-wide FOV telecentric optical system, its
polarization state altered (Chen ,2008; Chen et al., 2010;
Chen et al.,2011; Chen, 2015; Tang et al.,2008; Sun et
al., 2005) owing to the polarization sensitivity of optical

components (PSOC). Likewise, the non-uniform
response pixels (NURP) result in variations of relative
transmittance of high frequency and low frequency due
to the manufacturing flaw of optical components.
Obviously, PSOC and NURP should be considered two
important factors in the polarimetric calibration of
SDPC.
In this paper, a polarimetric calibration model for
polarized channels of SDPC has been constructed.
Subsequently, a geometric calibration system and the
Fourier series analysis method are used to obtain PSOC.
In addition, the sectional viewing field measurement
method is applied to acquire the relative transmittance of
high frequency and low frequency for calibration of
NURP. Finally, a polarimetric calibration accuracy
experiment is designed for validation and verification of
this model.
2. POLARIMETRIC CALIBRATION MODEL
The optical system of SDPC is shown in Figure 1. It is
composed of three parts: an ultra-wide-angle image
telecentric optical lenses, a rotating wheel bearing filter
and a 512 × 512 pixels CCD detector array. The ultrawide FOV telecentric imaging optical lens consists of 20
optical lenses with multiple optical surfaces. The rotating
wheel bearing filters has 15 channels. 1 channel for
measuring the dark current. Spectral bands of 5
unpolarized observation channels are 443nm, 550nm,
763nm, 765nm, 910nm. On the other hand, spectral
bands of 3 polarized observation are 490nm, 670nm and
865nm, and each of them has 3 channels respectively
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equipped with 0°, 60° and 120° polarizers. Through
rotating the wheel bearing, polarization information of
the target is obtained.
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Figure 1. Layout of the SDPC optical structure
Due to the oblique incidence, the ultra-wide-angle
telecentric optical lenses produce polarization sensitivity.
The polarization sensitivity changes the polarization
states of incident beams which significantly impact the
polarimetric calibration accuracy. Previous experimental
results (Che et al., 2009; Li et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2014) indicate that the maximum
transmission direction of ultra-wide-angle telecentric
optical lenses is in the meridional plane, which formed
by chief ray and optical axis. The chief ray is defined as
the light that passes through the center of the aperture
stop from the off-axis point. Correspondingly, the
minimum transmission direction is in the sagittal plane,
which is perpendicular to the maximum transmission
direction. As shown in Fig. 2, the maximum transmission
direction is determined by the projection of meridional
plane on the plane where polarizers located.
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As shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), where
k = spectral band
a = channel number (a =1, 2, 3, a∈N)
l, p = two-dimensional coordinative position of the
pixel
Sk,a
l,p = Stokes vector reaches to the CCD detector
array with no polarizer in the optical structure
Il,pk,a = measured intensity of the pixel which
coordinates position is (l, p)
Ql,pk,a = amount of linear horizontal or vertical
polarization.
Ul,pk,a = amount of linear +45° or -45° polarization.
I’l,pk,a , Q’l,pk,a , U’l,pk,a = components of Stokes vector
which represent polarization states of object lights
εk,a
l,p = polarization sensitivity of optical components
(PSOC)
The relationship between the measured intensity Il,pk,a and
the incident intensity I’l,pk,a is

=
I lk, ,pa

γ
2

I 'lk,,pa (1 + ε lk, ,pa cos 2 χ )

(3)

where γ denotes maximum transmission. χ denotes the
angle between the vibration direction of incident light
and the direction of the maximum transmission of optical
lenses. It can be seen from Eq. (3) that the ultra-wideangle telecentric optical lenses obviously change the
polarization state of the oblique incident light. The
polarimetric calibration model for polarized channels of
SDPC can be described as

 I lk, ,pa 
 ( DN lk, ,1p - DClk, p ) 
 k ,a   k -1 
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k
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Figure.2. The maximum and minimum transmission
directions of ultra-wide-angle telecentric optical lenses
By combined the maximum and minimum transmission
directions as the reference coordinate system, a Mueller
matrix is constructed for the description of polarization
sensitivity of optical components. Removed polarizers
from the optical structure, define the Stokes vector as S’
k,a
k,a
Q’l,pk,a U’l,pk,a ] (There is no V component in the
l,p = [I’l,p
vector because the SDPC does not detect the circular
polarization). It reaches to the CCD detector array can be
expressed as

where

(4)

DNl,pk,a = response of polarized channel a in
spectral band k
DCl,pk = dark current of spectral band k
~

Ml,pk = Measurement matrix, defined as
 T k ,1 ⋅ glk,,1p ⋅ P1k ,1 (l , p) T k ,1 ⋅ glk,,1p ⋅ P2k ,1 (l , p) T k ,1 ⋅ glk,,1p ⋅ P3k ,1 (l , p) 
1
 k ,2 k ,2 k ,2
 (5)
k ,2
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k ,2
M l , p
T ⋅ g l , p ⋅ P1 (l , p ) T ⋅ g l , p ⋅ P2 (l , p ) T ⋅ g l , p ⋅ P3 (l , p )
=
s k
k

A ⋅ t ⋅ d l , p  k ,3 k ,3 k ,3
T ⋅ gl , p ⋅ P1 (l , p) T k ,3 ⋅ glk,,3p ⋅ P2k ,3 (l , p) T k ,3 ⋅ glk,,3p ⋅ P3k ,3 (l , p) 
k

where

Ak = the absolute calibration coefficient of the
spectral band k, which is measured by an
integrating sphere light source with large
aperture
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ts = exposure time, and s represents observation
mode (ocean mode, land mode and userdefined observation mode)
Tk,a = relative transmittance
dkl,p=relative transmittance of low frequency for
each pixel
gk,a
l,p = relative transmittance of high frequency
for each pixel
k,a
k,a
Pk,a
1 (l,p), P2 (l,p) and P3 (l,p) =polarization
response function of polarizers, described as

P

P



( l , p )= 1 + η ε l , p

k ,1

(l , p ) = η

2

where

k

k ,1

1

k

cos 2(ϕl , p − α k , a )

cos 2(ϕl , p − α k , a ) + ε

P3 (l , p ) = η
k ,1

k ,a

k

k ,a
l,p

(6)

sin 2(ϕl , p − α k , a )

ηk = extinction ratio of polarizers
φl,p = azimuth which is corresponding to twodimensional coordinative position (l, p) on
CCD detector array
αk,a = actual polarizer azimuth

As shown in Fig. 3, point O indicates the center of the
CCD detector array. Sk indicates the center of distortion
corresponding to the k-band. θ indicates the FOV, and φ
indicates the angle between the projection of the FOV
and the X axis.
The center of distortion can be written as
= XS K − cos ϕ * S K M
XM


= YS K − sin ϕ * S K M
YM

 S M = f 1 tgθ + f 3 tg 3θ + f 5 tg 5θ
 K
k
k
k

(XSk, YSk) = the coordinate of the distortion
center
f1k, f3k, f5k = distortion indexes, respectively
Apparently, the PSOC εk,a
at the position of the
l,p
coordinate point (l, p) on the CCD detector array is only
related to the FOV θ.
where

Zi

P

Yi

θ

3. PSOC MEASUREMENT
The optical system of SDPC is not an ideal linear system.
Ultra-wide-angle image telecentric optical lenses
produce distortion, and distortion sizes of various
spectral bands are different. However, the same
mathematical geometry model can be used for scaling,
except that coefficients in different geometric models
vary with wavelength (Wu and Song, 2007; Zou et al.,
2006).

(7)

θ
M
Sk

O
φ

Xi

CCD

Figure 3. Wide FOV geometric calibration model

Figure 4. The geometric calibration system for PSOC measurement (left) and PSOC measurement values in 56° FOV of
910nm channel (right)
As shown in Fig.4 (left), the geometric calibration
system is constituted of geometric calibration platform
and polarized source. It provides collimated parallel
beams with known FOV θ, DolP and AolP (azimuth of
liner polarization). By using the geometric calibration
system, coordinates of these parallel beams on the CCD
detector array is derived, and the relationship between
the PSOC and five FOV calibration parameters XSk, YSk,
f1k, f3k and f5k are measured simultaneously. The
polarized source includes an integrating sphere source
and a rotating polarizer. In order to measure the PSOC,
we use the polarized source to produce linear polarized
light with invariable intensity and DolP but AolP
continuously varying from 0° to 180° at 30° intervals. the
measurement results of PSOC in different AOLs are

shown in Fig.4 (right). The shape of the curve indicates
that PSOC and AolP approximately satisfy the harmonic
function relationship. Consider that the orientation error
of reference polarized source may influence
measurement results, the Fourier series analysis method
is used to calculate the PSOC in a certain FOV, that is
N

εθ =
k

∑(DN
2

k

θ

k

-DCθ )cos 2

i =0

P

N
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k

θ

iπ
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k

-DCθ )
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where

k = spectral channel
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θ =field of view (FOV)
εkθ = PSOC measured in a certain FOV
P = degree of linear polarization (DolP)
DNkθ = average polarized response (DN) in θ
viewing field
DCkθ = dark current response (DN)
According to measured values in 18 FOVs, the PSOC is
obtained by fitting the 7th power polynomial. As shown
in Eq. (9), the fit of PSOC in all fields of view is
7

ε θ= A +
k

∑ B ×θ

(9)

DolP (10000:1)

i =1

i

i

Measured values of PSOC in 18 different FOVs and
polynomial simulation to establish PSOC in the full FOV
are shown in Figure 5 (left) and Figure 5 (right),
respectively. The simulation result shows that the max
value of PSOC is 0.176 (the vertical scale is 10000:1). It
means that when the SDPC measured by the fully
linearly polarized light, the radiometric calibration
uncertainty caused by the PSOC is about 8.8%. For high
precision radiometric observation applications, it usually
required that the radiometric calibration uncertainty is
less than 5%. Based on Eq. (1) and simulation result of
PSOC, the radiometric calibration uncertainty is
decreased from 8.8% to 2.2% (Qian et al., 2017).

Across track direction

Along track direction

Figure 5. DolP measurement in 18 viewing fields (left) and DolP measurement model (right)in full FOV
4. NURP MEASUREMENT
As shown in Fig. 6, The NURP measurement system
comprises an integrating sphere with large aperture
(Yuan et al., 2013; Yuan, 2014) and a spectral radiometer.
We choose the sectional viewing field measurement

method to detect the NURP because (a) the FOV
inconsistency among 3 polarized channels caused by the
wedge-shaped lenses could be avoided. (b) NURP
stemmed from different incident angles of the integrating
sphere source would be removed.

SDPC

Spectral
radiometer

Intergrating
sphere with
lager aperture

Control
system

Figure 6. The schematics of NURP measurement system(left) and the real object of it (right)
Fig. 7 shows measurement results of NURP in SDPC’s
490nm P3 channel at test position matrix 7×7 (left) and
15×15 (right). Obviously, NURP produced measurement
error. In the Fig. 7 (left), the relative deviation of
response in the sectional splice gap is about 0.5%. In the
Fig. 7 (right), there is no sectional splice gap, but the

bone image is clearly distinguishable, which is inherent
feature of the CCD detector. The maximum difference
between bone image and fringe areas is about 0.7%. In
order to correct the NURP, we analyze it in the relative
transmittance of low frequency and the relative
transmittance of high frequency.
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Figure 7. NURP measurement of SDPC 490nm P3 channel with test position matrix 7×7 (left) and 15×15 (right)
The relative transmission Tk,a is described as
k ,a

l 0 +1

p 0 +1

∑ ∑

T

k ,a

=

k ,a

k

( DN l , p − DCl , p )

l=
l0 −1 p =p0 −1
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p 0 +1

∑ ∑

(10)
k ,2

k

( DN l , p − DCl , p )

The relative transmittance of low frequency dkl,p represent
non polarized light transmission of sectional viewing
field. For polarized channels, the interval angles of three
analyzers are 0°、60° and 120°, respectively. According
to orthogonal characteristic of trigonometric function, dkl,p
can be described as

∑ ∑ mean( X

k

k ,1
l, p

k ,2

k ,3

+ X l, p + X l, p )

=l lθ=
p pϕ −1
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3* ∑
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∑ mean( X

(11)
k ,2
l, p

k ,a

(12)

Using the data processing response Xk,a
l,p , the relative
transmittance of high frequency gk,a
l,p can be calculated via

3 ∗ X l, p

k ,a

pϕ +1

k

k ,a

l=
l0 −1 p =p0 −1

lθ +1

k ,a

=
X l , p ( DN l , p − DCl , p ) / T

)

l=
l0 −1 p =p0 −1

gl , p =

lθ +1 pϕ +1

∑ ∑ mean( X

k ,1
l,p

(13)
k ,2

k ,3

+ X l,p + X l, p )

p pϕ
=l lθ=

The relative transmittance of low frequency dkl,p and the
relative transmittance of high frequency gk,a
l,p have been
measured in 865nm P1 polarized channel, and their
measurement results are shown in Fig. 8. The unit of row
and column coordinates represent the distribution of
pixels on CCD detector array, and the vertical coordinate
indicates the relative transmittance. Protrusion and
descent in the graph are mainly caused by the difference
between overheated pixels and normal pixels.

where Xk,a
l,p (a = 1, 2, 3) is data processing response of k
spectral band, via
Relative transmittance of high frequency

Relative Transmittance

Relative Transmittance

Relative transmittance of low frequency

Across track direction

Along track direction

Across track direction

Along track direction

Figure 8. Measurement results of the relative transmittance of low frequency (left) and relative transmittance of high
frequency in DPC 865nm P1 polarized channel (right)
5. VALIDATION EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
In order to test the validity of the SDPC polarimetric
calibration model, the VPOLS (high-precision variable
polarization light source) (Chen et al., 2012; Kang, 2015)
is used to carry out the validation experiment. VPOLS is

mainly composed of two parts: the incident light source
and the polarization state adjuster. The incident light
source includes a white laser, an acousto-optic
modulation filter, a laser power controller, an integrating
sphere and a beam expander collimation system. The
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polarization state adjuster includes a three-degree-offreedom rotating electromechanical driving mechanism
and high precision polarizing glass piles, as shown in
Fig. 9. By adjusting the output wavelength and

polarization states, VPOLS produces linear polarization
rays through four parallel glass plates, and the Dolp
adjustment range varies from 0% to 72% within spectral
band from 0.46μm to 2μm.

White laser
High-precision
polarizing glass piles

AOTF-HP
LPC

Integrating
sphere

Beam
expander

Accurately electromechanical
driving mechanism with three
degrees of freedom

SDPC

Figure 9. The layout of the VPOLS
The absolute deviation ΔPk between numerical calculated
values of VPOLS and measurement values of the SDPC
is calculated via
k

∆P=

PM (θ ) − PC
k

k

process of measurement.

(14)

Fig. 10 shows the experiment that uses VPOLS to check
the measurement accuracy of SDPC. As can be seen from
Table 1, when the output DolP of VPOLS varies from
10% to 40%, the absolute deviation ΔPk of 0°, 15°, 30°
and 45°
HFOV in 670 nm band are measured. The max
deviations are 0.13%, 0.44%, 0.29%, and 0.33%,
respectively. Therefore, the polarization calibration
accuracy of SDPC is less than 0.5%. However, when the
output DolP of the VPOLS is 0%, that is, natural light,
Figure 10. Polarimetric calibration accuracy validation
the deviation of each FOV in 670 nm band is larger than
experiment with VPOLS
1%. The reason is that when four sheets of glass are all in
a vertical position, the VPOLS outputs natural light, and
the light is reflected back and forth between the SDPC
lenses and the flat glass, which introduces errors in the
HFOV (°)
0°
15°
30°
45°
670nm
670nm
670nm
ΔP
ΔP
ΔP
ΔP670nm
P670nm
(%)
P670nm(%)
PM(%)
PM(%)
PM(%)
C
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
0.00
1.25
1.25
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08
1.66
1.66
10.00
10.13
0.13
10.44
0.44
10.29
0.29
10.33
0.33
15.00
15.04
0.04
15.09
0.09
15.17
0.17
15.16
0.15
20.00
20.10
0.10
19.95
0.05
20.18
0.18
20.14
0.14
25.00
25.08
0.08
24.94
0.06
25.17
0.17
25.12
0.12
30.00
30.11
0.11
29.98
0.02
30.23
0.23
30.09
0.09
40.00
40.13
0.13
40.14
0.14
40.29
0.29
40.07
0.07
MaxΔP670nm
0.13
0.44
0.29
0.33
(10.00-40.00)
Table 1 Test results of DolP in 670nm
In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to use
LEAIS (large exit aperture integrating spheres reference
light source) to measure the polarization calibration
accuracy of the full FOV. First, we use spectral
polarization analyzer (Yuan et al., 2014) to check the
polarization of the LEAIS. The DolP produced by the
LEAIS 865 nm band in the full FOV is shown in Fig. 11

(left). It can be clearly seen that the DolP of LEAIS is
less than 0.05%. The polarization calibration accuracy of
SDPC in the full FOV tested by the LEAIS is shown in
Fig. 11 (right). From the blue region to the green region
represents the DolP range of 0.2% to 0.5%, and the
polarization calibration accuracy from the green to
yellow region represents the DolP range of 0.5% to
0.8%. Points in the central FOV exceeds 0.5% due to the
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contamination on the polarizer or filter combination
wheel. However, points spreading around edges whose

values are larger than 0.5% caused by unknown origin,
which needs further research.

.000348
.000093
.000133
.000329
.000487

2.607
2.606
2.605

2.603

DolP (10000:1)

Raw DN

2.604

2.602
2.601
2.600
2.599
2.598

-20

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

865nm Polarizer rotation angle(°)

160

180

Across track direction

Along track direction

Figure 11. The polarization produced by LEAIS 865nm in the full FOV (left) and polarimetric calibration accuracy
validation results of SDPC 865nm channel tested by LEAIS (right).
6. CONCLUSION
In this work, a new polarimetric calibration model of
SDPC has been proposed for analyzing PSOC and
NURP. By using a geometric calibration system, PSOC
of 18 FOVs has been measured. A fitting of 7th power
polynomial is obtained to simulate the distribution of the
PSOC of full FOV. The simulation result plays a key role
in decreasing radiometric calibration uncertainty from
8.8% to 2.2%. The NURP is corrected by the relative
transmission of high and low frequency, which are
measured by sectional viewing field measurement
method. The validation experiment result shows that
polarimetric calibration accuracy in 0°, 15°, 30° and 45°
HFOVs is better than 0.5% while DolP of reference light
source is varied from 10% to 40%. Whereas, when the
DolP of reference light is less than 0.05%, under the
condition of full FOV test, some points at the center and
edge of CCD detector array are larger than 0.5%, and the
reason will be considered in further research. We
preliminaries validate this polarimetric calibration
method is applicable for meeting the high-precision
calibration requirements for scientific application.
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